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action and an omniscient storyteller. Gaines puts Kelly at the moral center of the black community. Kelly knows things: the proper speed to drive Red Hannah when three men are walking behind loading her trailer with corn; he respects older people (he can talk easily with church folk or the good-time, night crowd); he knows the ways of white folk; and he can play a guitar and sing blues. Kelly is tolerant, wise, compassionate, a student of history and survival. He represents the ethos of the black community, the best that has been thought and said by generations of AfroAmericans in the crucible of the South. Elders like Miss Julie Rand and Aunt Margaret know he'll do the right thing; they compliment him on his manners, and they chide him with their eyes and silences when he says the wrong things. Ironically, Sidney Bonbon, the white overseer, exhibits just as much faith and dependence on the solidarity of "Geam's" character. Bonbon confides in Jim: "At first he talked only about the machines on the plantation. But as we got to know each other, he told me about other things."' When Marcus arrives on the plantation, it's to Jim that Bonbon brings Marcus for "seasoning." Like the black overseers put in charge of training bozal Africans fresh off the slaving ships, like Fiddler's tutoring of Kunte Kinte, Jim Kelly's job is to tame Marcus, teach him to work and speak and internalize the system of values which orders black-white relationships and perpetuates the plantation system. Marcus arrives in a cloud of dust; he is raw, there is blood on his hands, and his race is ambiguous: "It was too dark to tell if he was white or colored." Jim's task is to mold this unpromising material into a good nigra. From his vantage point at the moral center of the black community Jim observes and comments upon Marcus' savagery. Marcus doesn't thank Miss Julie Rand or anybody else. He shows no remorse over killing a fellow black man. He has no respect for age. He is impatient and selfish. And he seems to care only about getting high and chasing pussy. Marcus proves to be a more effective tutor than pupil. When Marcus complains about doing time on the plantation, Jim rubs his charge's nose in the murder: "You should have thought about that before you killed that boy ... you should have thought about that before you pulled that knife." Marcus doesn't run whimpering away from the evidence of his crime but insists upon its necessity. Gradually, Jim is converted. By the novel's conclusion he has realized both that Marcus can't be whipped into conformity and that Marcus' resistance, whatever form it takes, is good. Jim testifies that Marcus was "the bravest man I had ever met." He admits, "I felt more proud of Marcus now than I ever did. I wanted to tell Louise how proud I was of her, too." Like the Tubmans, Prossers, and Turners, Marcus refuses oppression; his act of rebellion is a beacon exposing the evil of one form of life and heralding the possibility of another.
As Jim changes his attitude towards Marcus, the revelations he experiences implicate not only him, but the entire community of which he is a representative. Black people had feared Marcus because they recognized in him a threat to stable order; they preferred enduring a known evil to challenging the established order and opening the door to chaos. The re-evaluation of himself and his condition which Jim experiences is a critique of the fears of the larger community, its resistance to change, its avoidance of self-examination. "All of them had heard what Marcus was supposed to do and all of them were afraid. It was the same fear that made me hate Marcus at first. It was fear for myself and all the rest. The fear was still in me, but I didn't blame Marcus for it any more." Jim as narrator is both an individual and a chorus. Like the chorus of Greek tragedy he has the privilege of near omniscience, of the wisdom, experience and critical acuity of the entire community. He can float disembodied like the chorus into other characters' minds, revealing their innermost thoughts and feelings. Just as Gaines granted Jim moral authority by making him reflect the mores of the black community, he gives to his narrator the power to tell a tale which incorporates the voices of that community. Gaines doesn't want to sacrifice realism, or the intensity and immediacy of emotional focus provided by a narrator who participates in the action of the novel, so he plants in the narrative explanations to disguise Jim's functional omniscience. "Aunt Ca'line told me" or "Bishop said" or "Sun Brown told me later." But the citing of other narrators is rather mechanical, perhaps even counterproductive, since Jim is clearly more than a man. Jim's disclaimer late in the book-"I can't read minds" sounds almost tongue in cheek, especially since it follows his reconstruction word for word of a conversation he hasn't heard. His authority for the dialogue between Marcus and Marshall Hebert is the characters eyes which he can read from his vantage point atop Red Hannah. Not even this much justification is given for his capacity to report the streams of consciousness, interior monologue and extended conversations which sprinkle the narrative. And no explanation is needed. The rich, vital texture of the narrative is enough justification. Jim's credibility as narrator is not really at issue as I read the novel. Jim is not real, he is a convention the reader must accept to enjoy the story. The reminders that there are logical reasons for his insights clutter the text. In an interview Gaines cites a model for the composition of The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman, and this typical Afro-American story-telling mode seems relevant also to Of Love and Dust:
When I first started writing the novel it was a short biography of Miss Jane Pittman. Then there were many people after her death who talked about her. After I had gone so far trying to tell it from that point of view, I changed it because I didn't think the other characters could get to those intimate thoughts that I wanted ... to show how these other people helped her tell the story. I've seen this kind of storytelling many times before. One person may be the main narrator but there were these other people around to help her along if she could not remember or if she got tired talking.2
In the same interview Gaines cites "the simplest terms" and "repetition" as characteristic of Miss Jane Pittman's story-telling style and of his own writing. The use of numerous narrators to help Jim tell his story is a natural way to introduce multiple versions of the "same" event into Of Love and Dust. Repetition of scenes or events from various perspectives releases Gaines from dependence on a linear plot sequence. Time is not clock time, not a straight line from once upon to the end. Time is a medium in which the characters float, a river where no one can step into the same place twice, even though for some reason they keep trying. The only way out of the medium is perhaps to tell a story, but stories are always about being in the medium, in fact are an effort to plunge again where you've been once before, so they don't release the teller or the audience, only confirm the ubiquity, the uncompromising flow of time.
Repetitions serve many purposes in Of Love and Dust. They slow and intensify the action. They reflect the cyclical, seasonbound pace of a rural, agricultural society. Repetitions establish rhythms, the rhythms of the character's speech, their movements, their sense of place, proportion and themselves. Repetition gives to certain events a ritualistic quality; they have been happening always and will continue to happen; they have been They are witnesses; they understand their place when Bonbon comes down to the quarter; they understand it when Marcus comes. Their ritual for dealing with mosquitoes parallels the way they have dealt with the demands of the Bonbons, the sexual exploitation of the Paulines. The tableau they form is as inevitable as the events they witness.
Other tableaux marked by repetitions of words, phrases, images, and rhythms are abundant in the novel, unifying its episodes and commenting on the action. Bonbon on his horse trailing Marcus is, among other things, a statement about the monotony and brutality of field labor. The horse and rider are an epiphany manifesting the white man's need to goad and sweat his niggers, the field hands' resignation, fear and courage. The barking guard dog, the existential leap through the bedroom window, the noise of furniture being rearranged, the barricaded bedroom, the child Tite's "Ma-ma kill rat" are elements repeated each time Marcus makes love to Louise in Bonbon's house. Taken together, this constellation of signifiers makes a statement about the possibilities generated by the love-making of the black man and white woman. The whole constellation is a chord, the individual elements, notes. How the love-making is described, its inevitable constituents of imagery and sentence rhythms become as important as what is being described. The actual love-making has been given a shape and sequence, an aesthetic structure the reader anticipates and begins to understand on a non-verbal (perhaps musical) level. The reader recognizes the necessity of the pattern, its "rightness" and knows something is "wrong" when the pattern is disturbed. 
